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Simon Mt Evoy and I had planned to undertake a section of the Millennium Cruise as a challenge to our ingenuity, seamanship and
above all our endurance.

The section that we chose therefore had to be new to us, testing enough and long enough to fulfil all three criteria.

We therefore chose initially to cruise from Scarborough to Brancaster in a weekend, and thinking this to be too short, extended to
Whitby for good measure!

We were both concerned about the prospect of rounding Flanborough Head with its tricky tidal race, and considered the rest of the
cruise to be well within our capabilities. As it turned out we were to be more challenged by the run to Flamborough that the run
around it!

Our initial passage plan required that we leave Whitby in time to make slack water around Flamborough at around 12:00hrs on 29th
May in order to have sufficient time to make the rest of the run down to Brancaster by High tide on Sunday evening, a total of
104NM. In addition, Id laid on my Practice Manager who was to be in BridGngton at dinnertime to take photos of us sailing by....

Unfortunately, the best laid plans of mice and men ..... I had a night duty on Thursday and didnt sleep, and Simon arrived late on
Friday evening, when we accidentally found the whisky stash. So I suppose we didn't in the end have the best of preparation.

Log off miss quinn

Chapter one Whitby to Bridllnaton
03:00 Towed from Wakefield toWhitby arriving at 05:30 at the slip my son Jonathan was asleep in the back of the car to act as transport

driver for the boat trailer.

06:30 Slipped out down the River Esk at picturesque Whitby under Jib alone with a gentle Force 3 SW and ready with the
forestay release

06:45 Shot the swing Bridge - we didn't want to wake the harbourmaster!

07:05 Through Harbour mouth into steady wind of SW 3-4 and hove-to to hoist reefed mainsail reached offat 5+Kn in bright
sunshine wonderful sailing!

07:35 Off Whitby High Light still going well.

08:15 Off Robin Hoods Bay North Cheek Wind dies on us CG forecast heard several times over the next 6 hrs Winds Light and
variable in strength and direction Its up and down like a YoYo out there! Shook out reef and raised Genoa for a time we even
managed to fly the Spinnaker.

11:00 Hawk still spinning, we search vainly for the breeze - Bang goes the tidal gate at Flamborough! I imagine our
photographer waiting at Bridlington to take wonderful shots of us reaching by!

12:00 OffRobin Hoods Bay South Cheek still with a spinning Hawk.

13:45 Off Hundale Point Hawk spinning Simon decides to put the kettle on, and then ] find some wind! Its only in weather like
this when you find how easy it is to find a sleeping spot in a Wayfarer!

14:30 Off Scarborough visibility poor with haze decided on Filey because Simon says he knows there's a sailing club there,
where Rachael's sailing in the Scorpion Nationals next month, and he must get there before her!

16:30 We look behind us to see a front moving in at last! Wind builds to 3-4 NE and we begin to enjoy ourselves again, even
though fatigued.
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17:00 Concemed about the extent of the reefs offthe end of Filey Brigg, we tagged onto the Club daysail and followed the Club
Boats into the beach.

17:30 Filey SC welcome! As the Dinghy Park is halfway up the cliff, everyone mucks in to bring the boats up. tmagine the
double take of the young man who, when he asked of Simon where our trolley was, received the reply 'In Wakefield"!

18:30 Sailing 3-400m offBempton cliffs towards Flamborough, Wind NE F4-5 Quartering confused seas waves 2m. Move out
20m and SOG drops to 3.4Kn - back in and it rises to 4.5Kn - some foul tide!

18:45 GPS shows SOG 5-6Kn decide to go for it, keeping Flamborough Light in view at all times. Genoa furling mechanism
jammed - poor shaped sail and not a hope in hell of correcting it now!

20:05 Rounded Flamborough Head wore round on the point wonderful tack by Simon using the wavecrest to stop us. Then we
were flying on a reach with full main and badly shaped Genoa SOG up to 7.9Kn with a foul tide of 2-3Kn Yee-hah!

20:30 We had to be able to reduce sail to have any chance of entering the South facing entrance of Bridlington so we now
started looking for shelter under the cliffs. Simon spotted a lee, and as we approached I thought the beach looked like shingle -
honest! Rocks! Too late cries Simon; we've no choice! I jumped out onto a rock to prevent disaster, and promptly found the
adjacent Rockpool! Furler repaired we sailed off under Jib and Reefed main.

21:00 Searching for the Harbour entrance in the dark is always more difficult than it seems, especially as we were sailing due
south, and the pilot says to enter Bridlington from the south.

21:30 Found the narrow entrance, wind funneling straight out of it! Snap tacked through the Harbour Wall Ravine in the
twilight and sailed to Drying harbour area I jumped out as we began to ground, and sank into the mud up to my knees - no go here!

22:00 Sailed round to the dock entrance and tied up at concrete steps. Simon's dying for relief, but he's so tired he cant even
find the right zips to undo!

24:00 Tent up, Coffee & Whisky, Fish & Chips at last! But I'm just too tired to finish them.

01:30 Simon woke - afloat & banging against the concrete steps - Simon manages to get dressed and throw out an anchor into
the middle of the bay - paddling like fliy to get away from the wall.

02:30 At Anchor in the middle of the bay about a third of the time, as Miss Quinn with tent up tacks wildly back and forth - I
must remember this when I'm next stuck in Irons!

05:00 Full English Breakfast under canvas - still tacking.

06:30 Washing-up is disturbed by sound of large diesel and propeller as the real occupier of the concrete steps - a 35fl fishing
boat - arrives and proceeds to take on paying guests. I just manage to avoid a collision by judicious fending off with the paddle from
under the tent flap!

07:00 Tent down and sailed round to visitors mooring.

09:00 Simon having seen the Harbourmaster, filled in the papers, and ascertained that we would be charged £11.60 (the same as
the Queen Mary) for a 3 day stay, we watched as 3 divers prepared to take their boat out to Flamborough for a slack water dive.
Unfortunately said preparations took so long that they would have needed a Wayfarer to get out of the mooring! Too late we
offered them ours, and we were entertained for the rest of the morning in pulling their legs as they stuck fast on the mucky
Bridlington putty.

12:00 A head pokes over the quayside tells me that the good news is well only be charged £5.00 for the mooring as we're under
the length limit of 6m the bad news is its £9.00 to use the slip!

12:30 Another head pokes over and indicates to us that there is a Yacht Club in Bridlington, and that we are welcome to use
their facilities if we wish; he invites us to the bar for a drink. We accept with alacrity, and spend the next hour or so yarning in the
Royal Yorkshire Yacht Club and nervously watching Miss Quinn's mast to make sure she doesn't float without us!
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14:00 Afloat at last, (the divers had to wait a little longer) Simon goes to pay the piper and finds that the flexible fees have
dropped again to an inclusive charge of £11.60 (weDl we were drinking with the Harbour Boss at the Yacht Club!)

15:15 Panic at the slipway - where's our car and trailer? I scour the harbour, and find my son James has arrived on time to assist
with shpping out, but couldn't find a parking space, and is at the opposite end of the harbour!

17:45 Home at last! Already planning the resumption of our bit for the MNllenniun.

Chapter two FRDey to Tetney
Encouraged by our superb welcome at Filey, the prohibitive cost of launching at Bridlington, and the prospect of a further rounding of
Flamborough Head, we decide to launch from Filey and catch the failing tide to get around Flamborough at slack water. The plan is
then to moor the boat in Bridlington Harbour for a week, and take the following weekend to sail non-stop to Brancaster. During the
week prior to our launch at Filey, it appears that the winds will be favourable for a good run down to Hunber, and we adjust our plan
to suit, should we make good time.

Saturday finds Simon and family ensconced at Filey for the Regatta, while in the evening I catch the last train to Filey, arriving at
8:30pm with a short walk down the cliffs to the sailing club where I am greeted by the sight of Miss Quinn dried out half-way down
the beach with tent already up? Simon had calculated when we needed to be away, and had anchored at the appropriate point on the
falfing tide. No boat rollers for us then!

Refreshed by an interesting fishcake and chips, with a few tinnys under my belt, and following a bracing walk along the beach, we
retire to Mfiss Quinns embrace.

01:00 and Im woken by the gentle soaking of my sleeping bag by Filey surfl Id forgotten to fasten the tent door properly;
neither of us had slept through surf before, and we were totally unprepared for the experience.

04:30 time to leave Simon wakes me with a cup of tea unfortunately the UHT had already been opened and was offli I'm so
dopey that it takes me most of the cup to reafise it - not the best start to a voyage!

04:54 Sunrise over Filey Bay we're on our way. With sfightly less wind than the last time - F2-3 and just east of north- we set
course for Flamborough again.

05:15 Log reads: Puffins, GuiDemots and Gannet - looks like we're birdwatching again

06:30 Speed over ground 3.8Kn 3.79NM from Flamborough Wind NE 2-3 However, with the wind in much the same direction
again, the corkscrew motion is similar, and combined with my breakfast and little sleep.......

8:00 rm feeding the fishes around Flamborough as we round the point and make our way amongst the Fishing boats bringing
their charges out for the morning's catch. Here the log's a little scanty, as Simon's practically sailing the boat on his own while ] try
to recover... .but he's been this way before - so doesn't require a functional navigator!

09:30 and we reach Bridlington Harbour. Simon takes pity on my wretched state and suggests Tea and a Bacon Butty at the
Harbour cafe. Wanting to avoid charges in the Harbour, we sail past the end of the harbour wal and beach Miss Quinn just above
the Low Tide mark. GPS, Radio & Binoculars removed for safety, we leave Miss Quinn and walk to the familiar Harbour cafe

10:30 Refreshed by butty & tea, we walk back to Mfiss Quinn to wait for the tide. Just as the water's lapping around the keel, a
fresh-faced young man complete with 'Baywatch' float, runs across to the boat and tells us that we can't park here! Surprised that
Bridlington has real Lifeguards and even more that we can't park on a beach - where else with a Wayfarer? - we assure him that
we're going as soon as the water anives, and he returns to his perch contented.

10:40 With a freshening onshore wind F3-4, and considerable surf, we now have other matters with which to concentrate our
minds, and decide to sail off under genoa alone and hoist the main with more searoom and draught. Unfortunately for us, our
searoom is reduced at the critical moment when a family cruiser motorsails towards the harbour entrance at the same time as a
speedboat thrills us with its wash out of the harbour. Coming head to wind under Genny alone is difficult, but by judicious use of the
balancing power of a 'sivet' of part hoisted main, we manage to heave-to and fuly hoist the main to sail across BridGington Bay.

12:45 Off Honsea: Wind NE3 Very Broad Reach Speed 6-7Kn helped by the tidal current. By now we were discovering how
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interminable the Yorkshire East coast can appear-as the coastline's practically featureless making navigation very difficult. It's on this
stretch that 1 learn to use the OSGB seting on the GPS to give positions in 6 figure MapRefs - easily followed on the OS maps we're
using for navigation. Thank God for the GPS.

15:00 Off Withernsea - Reaching/Running with Genoa poled out, and Simon's new preventer on the main - a little concerned
now that time's running out as we're losing the tide assist and there are no Havens until Spurn - we must make it!

15:15 Easington Radio Tower in sight (we think); we must continue to run to give the heading and room to reach around Spurn
with more control through the shipping lane.

15:20 Pass the Canada Buoy.

15:40 Off Easington - now we can harden up for Spurn Lightbuoy to avoid the Binks and the tidal 'rush' around Spurn point.

17:00 Off Spurn Point - wind freshens F4-5 and veers - waves in Humber mouth now 1.5-2m with wind over tide; we can see
Haile Sand Fort through the anchorage around Spurn - conversation ceases, as Simon like a charioteer in the stem surfs Miss Quinn
over the Humber waves. Wind still freshening, but shortening sail is not an option at present! We swear that a large ship in the
anchorage moves for us as we take advantage of her lee to furl the Genny!

17:30 We can now see surf over the Whaleback at Tetney with a windsurfer reaching back and forth through it. Options
appraisal suggests

1. Run against tide upriver to find the channel mouth - not enough time before Low Water

2. Surf over the Whaleback - therell just be enough water (says l)

I cross my fingers, toes, pray and touch wood and tell Simon to go for the surf; as the centreboard scrapes the top of the
Whaleback through the gap in the surf a surprised Windsurfer takes sudden action to avoid a large Wayfarer flying through the surf
at 7+Knotsl (by now the GPS had died). Over the Whaleback, all is calm (relatively for a F6!)

17:45 Rachel and Thomas are waiting for us on the beach as I jump out and prepare to remove Sionine from her trolley to use
for Miss Quinn. Luckily I find a club member trying to secrete his troley somewhere, and I offer to find somewhere to put it for the
week! After a little struggle with an iDl fitting borrowed trolly Miss Quinn is safe and snug, I find my son Jonathan and we all head
for Home.

Chapter Three Tetney to Brancaster
Fri. 171h June Simon and I arrive at the Clubhouse in the evening to find that Miss Quinn's survived the week of high winds on

the troliey - we have a friendly hour or two with club members and retire to our sleeping bags on the clubhouse floor.

Sat 18th June 05:30 Dawns with a fresh F2-3 NW; We puDl Miss Quinn out with the new club Tractor and rig her up for the trip,
and refreshed by a full Yorkshire Breakfast in the Clubhouse we get away to tow her to the water.

07:30 Launched and on our way out over the whaleback - direction Donna Nook, and hugging the shore as close as we can to
cheat the tide.

08:00 By Haile Sand Fort - can't be doing too badly with the tide as Speed is 5.8Kn with a F3-4 freshening breeze. Over the
next half hour, two clubmates catch us up in their Tornado and wish us godspeed before hardening up for Spurn

08:30 Off Somercoates Haven, we spot some white sais inshore and ahead - they must have been up awfully early to get here
from Saltfieet (the nearest haven) before us. Map out, I scan for their origin, and to my surprise find Donna Nook Target area on
that bearing - it's a good job the RAF only work a 5 day week 9-5 - otherwise those boats would have had it. Simon and I joke about
Tornado piots aiming for the boats instead of the target buoys, but as we get nearer, we suddenly realise that those 'sais' are the
targets! Mistaken identity certainly is more than apossibility here! Luckily the breeze has fieshened F4+ and at 6Kn we make rapid
progress, almost planing at times through the Danger Area.

09:30 Off Saltfleet still making godspeed
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10:00 OffThreddlethorpe St Helen - but once again the coastline's fairly featureless and we rely on the GPS for position.

10:30 At last an accurate position as we pass a buoy marked as an isolated danger - we expect a standard Navigation buoy, but
are surprised to see a complete mast and conning tower of a large sunken ship! Some isolated Danger! We're on schedule for lunch
at Skegness then!

12:00 We creep by Chapel St Leonards as the tde grabs us and slows us right down - maybe we'll look for a lunch stop
now....or maybe in a few minutes...

12:30 We see life onshore - maybe a burger bar or even a Pub - start looking for a place to puDl in for dindins. We see a
breakwater, and puDl in in its lee beaching at Ingoldmells. Butlins Holidaymakers regard us with awe as we anchor and stride up the
beach for sustenance - we appear to have found Butlins private beach and wonder if the Lifeguards wil throw us off here as well!
Burgers, cups of tea, and shelter from the wind in the sun find us much refreshed - we've even found a Coastguard to inform of our
progress (they hadn't put out SAR for us yet... As the tide's still ebbing, we get fed up with continuaDly walking further and further to
move the anchor, and become a little worried that the channel we think is there may really not be there come low tide....

14: 15 We're on the home stretch now, next stop Brancaster as we follow a Jetskier through to deeper water.

15:00 Off Skegness we harden up to head across the Wash leaving the new Huge white marquee behind us.

15:30 Heading 100Deg we pick up the tide across the Wash and begin once more to move!

16:00 Lynn Knock in sight - we can still see the Marquee at Skegness - massive! Ship laden ahead bound down the Wash for
Lynn. We think we see a porpoise off to Starboard - but it's gone too soon.

16:30 I phone Matt to see whether well have a welcome photographer, just as we find the only shallows out in the Wash!
Momentary excitement as we surf over them...

17:00, much discussion as to whether we can see Brancaster - but we can still see the Marquee!

17:30 Brancaster sighted - we may have to wait a while for the tide.

18:30 Anchor off Brancaster wreck - tide's awfully late - so we stop for tea to celebrate our arrival - not enough water to get
into the harbour yet, but itll come with a rush.... I pull out the log to finalise details, only to find that one of us has sat on it. As it's
written with chinagraph on a plastic wallet, most of the eastings have rubbed off- at least the northings are still there, and we've got
the GPS backtrack!

19:00 3.5hrs before high tide - we should have water now, but where is it? Confident that it wil arrive soon, we set offas Man
taught us to do a little shallow water surfing through the harbour.

19:30 And the water still hasn't arrived, but we're already through Norton Hole between high banks of musssel beds and picking
our way through the shallows towards the Staithe. At least two groundings and one kedging later, we give up sailing and row the
final few hundred yards to our waiting welcome party on the hard. Matt & Co are there waiting for us with Water Witch's trolley.

No sooner have we hauled out Miss Quinn than we are greeted by the Harbourmaster's welcome. 'Were you that Wayfarer
messin' up me mussel beds? ............' and so on in aggressive vein. Although very tired we apologise for any disturbance he feels we
may have caused, and manage to escape with our Wayfarer in tow up the hard where we take her off the trolley to bring said trolley
back to Water Witch when he attacks us again! Convinced that we'd been nowhere near his precious mussel beds, we are again
conciliatory, but -
beware al future Wayfarer,

the Mervyn Nudd's in Brancaster!
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